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PT BBM Signs MOU  
with Krakatau National Resources (KNR) 

 for Supply of PCI Coal 
 
 

Highlights: 

§ KNR signs MOU with PT BBM for the supply of PCI to Krakatau Steel mill 

§ MOU highlights PT BBM’s commitment to meet Indonesian Domestic Market 
Obligation 

§ MOU demonstrates the high quality and value of BBM’s metallurgical coals in 
the steel marketplace 

§ The processing of PCI coal in-country meets value-add obligation to 
Indonesian minerals 

 

Cokal Limited (Cokal ASX:CKA, “Cokal” or “the Company”) announces that PT Bumi Barito Minerals (“PT 
BBM”), which is 60% owned by Cokal and holds the Bumi Barito Mineral (“BBM”) Coal Project, has signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) to supply PCI coal to Krakatau National Resources (“KNR”), a 
subsidiary of PT Krakatau Steel (Persero) Tbk (“Krakatau Steel”).  

Krakatau Steel is the largest steel maker in Indonesia. Cokal views this MOU as a path to establishing a long 
term contract to supply metallurgical coal products to the Indonesian steel industry, which is currently 
supplied by Australian and Russian sources. KNR is assigned the responsibility to source metallurgical coal 
and other raw materials for the Kratakau Steel mill. 

The MOU between KNR and PT BBM provides the sourcing and utilization of BBM’s PCI coal to support the 
Krakatau Steel mill. The specifications of the PCI coal are defined in the following table: 

PCI COAL SPECS 
Total Moisture (%) <12.5 
Inherent Moisture (%) <5.0 
Ash (%) <10 
Total Sulphur (%) <1 
Volatiles (%) <40 
Calorific Value (kcal/kg) >6700 
Hardgrove Grindability Index >40 

 

The MOU also specifies that KNR personnel will conduct an assessment of BBM’s operations and at the 
same time, Cokal personnel will conduct an assessment of the Krakatau Steel mill processing and utilization 
of the metallurgical coal. 
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At this point in time, BBM does not have any Domestic Market Obligation (DMO, explained below) for its 
metallurgical coal products. However, this MOU pre-empts a DMO directive from the Central Government 
and demonstrates Cokal’s successful approach for conducting business in Indonesia.  

The processing of BBM’s coal in the steel mill fulfils a further requirement of the Indonesian Government that 
raw minerals be processed in country. 

Project Details 

Details of the BBM PCI coal project are included in the presentation released on ASX on the 24th May 2017. 

About PT KRAKATAU NATIONAL RESOURCES 

KNR is a limited company established under the law of the Republic of Indonesia based on the Deed of 
Establishment dated June 12, 2012. KNR is located in Jakarta and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Krakatau 
Steel (Persero) Tbk which operates a steel mill located in Cilegon. 

Krakatau Steel is the largest steel maker in Indonesia, headquartered in Cilegon, north of Jakarta. The 
factory location is set on 700-acres in the western end of Banten and adjacent to the Sunda Strait, and 
where the Krakatoa volcano and island from which the company takes its name are located. 

Krakatau Steel has 11 subsidiary companies covering various business sectors including port services 
(KBS), the operation of electric power plants (KDL), and the production of steel pipes (KHI). The subsidiary 
KNR is responsible for providing all the raw material requirements for all Krakatau Steel businesses. 

Krakatau Steel is also involved in three Joint Ventures, namely Krakatau Posco (KP), Krakatau Nippon Steel 
Sumikin (KNSS), and Krakatau Osaka Steel (KOS). 

Krakatau Steel has 6 (six) production plants making it the only integrated steel plant in the country. These 
plants produce many kinds of downstream products from upstream raw materials. 

Cokal and KNR Signing Ceremony 
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Cokal’s CFO, Mr Juliansyah was pleased with the co-signing of the MOU saying “This cooperative 
agreement is a significant milestone in Cokal’s achievements in conducting a successful mining business in 
Indonesia” He went on to say “Cokal and KNR have been pre-emptive in satisfying Indonesian regulatory 
requirements including the supply of coal for the Domestic Market Obligation decree, as well as the 
regulation to value-add to minerals within the country.”  

KNR’s President Director, Nanang Priatna, expressed his endorsement of this MOU and views this as the 
first step towards Cokal’s commitment towards sustainable supply of metallurgical coal for domestic 
utilisation as well as providing added value to the raw mineral resource, especially for Krakatau Steel. 

DMO 

Effective 31 December 2009, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources issued a new regulation (No. 34 
of 2009) on prioritising mineral and coal resources for domestic usage. The Regulation requires coal and 
mineral producing companies to allocate a certain minimum percentage of its total production to the 
domestic market. The actual DMO percentage is to be determined on an annual basis by the Ministry each 
June and made available to mining companies prior to the year in which it will be effective. 

 

ENDS  
Further enquiries: 
 
Domenic Martino      
Non-Executive Chairman     
Tel: +61 2 8823 3177       
E: dmartino@cokal.com.au     
 
About Cokal Limited 
Cokal (ASX:CKA) is an Australian listed company with the objective of becoming a metallurgical coal producer with a 
global presence. Cokal has interests in four projects in Central Kalimantan, Indonesia considered prospective for 
metallurgical coal.  
 
Forward Looking Statements 
This release includes forward looking statements. Often, but not always, forward looking statements can generally be 
identified by the use of forward looking words such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “intend”, “plan”, “estimate”, “anticipate”, 
“continue”, and “guidance”, or other similar words and may include, without limitation statements regarding plans, 
strategies and objectives of management, anticipated production or construction commencement dates and expected 
costs or production outputs. Forward looking statements in this release include, but are not limited to, the capital and 
operating cost estimates and economic analyses from the Study. 
 
Forward looking statements inherently involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause 
the company’s actual results, performance and achievements to differ materially from any future results, performance or 
achievements. Relevant factors may include, but are not limited to, changes in commodity prices, foreign exchange 
fluctuations and general economic conditions, increased costs and demand for production inputs, the speculative nature 
of exploration and project development, including the risks of obtaining necessary licences and permits and diminishing 
quantities or grades of resources or reserves, political and social risks, changes to the regulatory framework within which 
the company operates or may in the future operate, environmental conditions including extreme weather conditions, 
recruitment and retention of personnel, industrial relations issues and litigation. 
 
Forward looking statements are based on the company and its management’s good faith assumptions relating to the 
financial, market, regulatory and other relevant environments that will exist and affect the company’s business and 
operations in the future. The company does not give any assurance that the assumptions on which forward looking 
statements are based will prove to be correct, or that the company’s business or operations will not be affected in any 
material manner by these or other factors not foreseen or foreseeable by the company or management or beyond the 
company’s control. 
 
Although the company attempts to identify factors that would cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially 
from those disclosed in forward looking statements, there may be other factors  that could cause actual results, 
performance, achievements or events not to be anticipated, estimated or intended, and many events are beyond the 
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reasonable control of the company. Accordingly, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward looking 
statements. 
 
Forward looking statements in this release are given as at the date of issue only. Subject to any continuing obligations 
under applicable law or any relevant stock exchange listing rules, in providing this information the company does not 
undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any of the forward looking statements or to advise of any change in 
events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.  
 
Competent Person Statement  
The Total Coal Reserve estimate announced on 1st August 2017 is based on information compiled by Robert de Jongh 
who is a Member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and an employee of ASEAMCO Pty Ltd. Mr de 
Jongh is a qualified mining engineer and has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and 
type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking, to qualify as a Competent Person as 
defined in the 2012 Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore 
Reserves”. 
 
The Coal Resource estimate was announced on 29th April 2016, titled “Cokal announces updated JORC Resource 
Statement for Bumi Barito Mineral (BBM) Project”. The information in the report relating to Mineral Resources is based 
on information compiled by Yoga Suryanegara who is a Member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy 
and a full time employee of Cokal Limited. Mr Suryanegara is a qualified geologist and has sufficient experience which is 
relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking, 
to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration 
Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves”. 
 
The Company confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information included 
in the announcement made on 29 April 2016 and that all material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning 
the estimates in the announcement made on 29 April 2016 continue to apply and have not materially changed. 
 
The information in this report relating to exploration results is based on information compiled by Patrick Hanna who is a 
fellow of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and is a consultant (through Hanna Consulting Services) to 
Cokal Limited. Mr Hanna is a qualified geologist and has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of 
mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which they are undertaking, to qualify as 
Competent Persons as defined in the 2012 Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, 
Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves”. 
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